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LETTER FROM THE EDITORS  

                

Vidhyarth K Natarajan    Kavya Menon                        

The fast paced 21
st
 century has seen the birth 

of multiple innovations and developments 

across various fields. Innovation and 

entrepreneurship have started becoming a 

mainstream idea. But to truly become a 

rapidly developing nation, we must maintain 

and encourage this inflow of new ideas and 

entrepreneurship. 

 John Maynard Keynes once said, ―The 

difficulty lies not so much in developing 

new ideas as in escaping from the old ones.‖ 

To come up with new ideas and have an 

exponential increase in the innovation, 

people must be ready to let go of the 

mainstream thought. What people in large 

perceive as correct, may not be correct. 

What people feel is wrong, may not always 

be wrong.  

The third edition of ‘beyond the rupee’ 

allows writers to think and express their 

unique ideas on a free platform. People 

challenge current norms and present their 

ideas in their ways. 

   Devika M                     Ajith Nair                  Pranav  Murthy 

 Various national/ international issues are 

covered by our authors ,showcasing their wide 

arena of knowledge.  

 We would like to thank Dr. K. P. Gopalkrishna 

Sir, Chairman NPS Group of Schools for his 

support. 

We hope the book influences you readers to 

form your own ideas and challenge the existing 

norm.  

Yours faithfully, 

EDITORS  

Vidhyarth K Natarajan  

Kavya Menon  

Pranav Murthy  

Devika M  

Ajith Nair 
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THE THREAT OF 

NEO-COLONIA-LISM 

 

BHARATH  POTTEKKAT (11) 

 
 

Neo-colonialism refers to the control of 

former colonies by their then rulers by 

indirect means, rather than by direct rule. It 

is a method of controlling the governments 

of former colonies in different countries 

through economic, financial and trade 

policies of transnational corporations
 
or by 

governmental policies. 

 
 Having been coined by Kwame Nkrumah, 

the first Prime Minister of Ghana, this is a 

concept that has gained attention following 

the large scale political turmoil in Africa. 

(Neo-colonialism was a contributing cause, 

economically, to the political turmoil) Neo-

colonialism can be seen as the ultimate and 

most extreme expression of capitalism as it 

is a method for economically powerful 

countries to exploit and maintain a 

significant control over their former 

colonies. 

 

The theory of dependency insinuates that in 

the global economic system, there exists the 

―richer‖ countries at the centre and the 

―poorer‖ countries in the periphery. This 

implies that the poverty of certain countries 

is a direct result of the growing wealth of the 

other countries. This is because an exodus of 

natural and human resources towards the 

dominant countries from the dependent 

countries.  

 

The principal reason for such a situation to 

exist is neo-colonialism. Neo-colonialism 

has established a system of international 

division of labour wherein even though 

money, goods, and the surplus and obsolete 

capital from the dominant countries do flow 

into the dependent countries, the allocation 

of the same is decided by the dominant 

country rather than the dependent country. 

This theory, based on the work of Raul 

Prebisch, seeks to explain the 

underdevelopment of certain countries. 

 

According to the Marxist Theory of 

Imperialism, imperialism is the monopoly 

stage of capitalism. Monopoly here does not 

mean literally the existence of only a single 

firm in an industry, but to a stage where 

large corporations dominate the market. The 

existence of colonies in the late 19
th

 and 

early 20
th 

centuries is explained as a natural 

expansion of capitalist monopolies disguised 

under the nationalistic attitudes of nation 

states.  

 

However, following their political 

independence in the mid-20
th

 century, the 

capitalist expansionist attitude still needed a 

manifestation. It is in this context that the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kwame_Nkrumah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kwame_Nkrumah
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bourgeoisie, the de facto ruling class, 

managed to establish an economic, rather 

than a political indebtedness with these 

former colonies. The futures of these 

countries in Africa, Asia and Latin America 

were governed by these corporations, rather 

than their governments. Thus, by 

establishing capitalist monopolies without 

political action, they introduced the modern 

form of imperialism, neo-colonialism.  

As Kwame Nkrumah said, ―A State in the 

grip of neo-colonialism is not master of its 

own destiny. It is this factor which makes 

neo-colonialism such a serious threat to 

world peace.‖ 

 

References 
● Investments by multinational corporations, 

while increasing influx of foreign 

investment in the short term, will lead to 

unsustainable development, and the 

widespread loss of resources in all forms. 

● The Truman Doctrine of the United States of 

America stated that they would provide 

large sums of money to countries willing to 

accept US protection against communism. 

● The very principles of capitalism, they 

argued, were contradictory to the existence 

of a free market as competitive atmosphere 

breeds a ―One capitalist kills all‖ attitude, 

which ultimately leads to concentration of 

capital with few large corporations. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

THE BATTLE OF 

PAYMENT 

PLATFORMS BEHIND 

SWIGGY, AMAZON 

AND OTHER 

BLESSINGS  

 
KABIR  RAO (12) 

 

 
 

 

 ―I‘ll PayTM it to you‖ is a term that has 

risen unnoticed to the level of words and 

phrases of modern popular culture, and with 

good reason too. In the last seven years, we 

have witnessed the birth and growth of 

electronic payments and mobile wallet 

providers like FreeCharge, PayTM*, 

Mobikwik and many others. Their window 

of opportunity to grab consumers was 

demonetization of ₹1000 and ₹500 notes. 

Scrambling for currency to make purchases, 

consumers turned to mobile wallets simply 

because they were more convenient than 

standing in ATM lines, and soon got 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kwame_Nkrumah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kwame_Nkrumah
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hooked.  Now the banks are back, with their 

Unified Payment Interface (UPI) and so is 

the government, throwing a spanner in the 

works with Bharat Interface for Money 

(BHIM). Jeff Bezos once said, ―What‘s 

dangerous is not to evolve‖. The banks have 

upped their game and so has the 

government. The ball is in the private 

ecommerce platforms‘ court, and it‘s us, the 

consumer, that shall face the direct impact of 

what they do next. 

 

UPI and BHIM (not so Chota after all) 
In April 2016, the National Payments 

Corporation of India (NPCI) launched the 

UPI, a system that allows immediate transfer 

of funds directly from the user‘s bank 

account. This can be used for making 

payments or to transfer money between 

different accounts of the same user. Each 

bank has its own UPI (SBI Pay, Axis Pay, 

PNB UPI etc.) but the NPCI has not 

provided any of the ecommerce platforms 

like PayTM its own UPI.  

 

The edge UPI has over e -Wallets is that the 

latter is not interoperable i.e. I cannot 

transfer money from a PayTM wallet to a 

Mobikwik one. Further, there are limits to 

the amount that can be transacted using 

these wallets.  

 

BHIM was Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s 

New Year gift to the Indian public and is 

basically an integrated version of UPI and 

eWallet platforms. It is an app on its own 

that enables users to access all of their UPI 

enabled bank accounts. It requires no 

recharging that the eWallet do and does not 

take any commissions or hidden charges. It 

however faces the major hurdle of getting 

merchants on board with it. Neither the bank 

UPI apps or BHIM have become very 

popular so far, and this is the primary reason 

that they haven‘t demolished the private 

mobile wallets yet.  

 

Jeff Bezos said to evolve and evolve they 

did, or at least are trying to. Recently 

Ecommerce platforms like PayTM have 

started payment bank services that perform 

all the functions of a regular bank, allowing 

consumers to earn interest on the money in 

their accounts. This is still relatively new 

and only time will tell how it fares in the 

new UPI environment. 

 

Public Standpoint 
Majority of the population does not have a 

smartphone yet, and among those who do, a 

large number is still coming to terms with 

the fact that their phone can be used to buy 

things. So evidently, all the platforms have 

work to do regarding awareness of their 

services. Further, the move by PayTM to 

introduce a rudimentary banking system is 

something many people are in the dark 

about. 

 

While UPI and BHIM are certainly safer and 

more convenient on paper, the reaction of 

the millennial consumer base, paints a 

completely different picture. E Wallets keep 

this consumer group interested by offering 

deals on restaurants, movie tickets, shops 

and even phone bill payments in addition to 

their primary service as a wallet. Given that 

the most common expenditure through E 

Wallets for this group is well under ₹750 (on 

food orders primarily), the presence of a 

limit on how much cash can be kept in the 

user‘s escrow account doesn‘t seem to make 

a difference.  

 

For teenagers who get their accounts stocked 

up by their parents, this limit obligates them 

to indulge in relatively responsible spending 

as well. Those who are sceptical about the 
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safety of their money would declare the 

eWallet as the end of the line as far as the 

digitisation of day to day transactions goes.  

 

eWallet hold the money in a third-party 

account i.e. escrow account and have no 

access with the user‘s bank account. UPI 

and BHIM are very safe as well, but one 

may interpret the concept of UPIs as 

―having all your money in one big pot‖, and 

this can cause discomfort.  

 

What can we expect to see in the near 

future?  
The private Ecommerce firms will still push 

for their access to the NPCI‘s UPI network. 

Until then, we can expect the offers, 

discounts and additional services they 

provide, to reach new heights in an attempt 

to keep customers loyal. But these will 

merely stall the rise of the payments 

interfaces. Indeed it will take quite a while 

for BHIM and UPIs to grow their customer 

base, but in the long term, their frictionless 

process of transactions will prevail. If the 

private platforms do get permission to use a 

UPI, then there would be no losers in the 

transactions race to accomplish a digital 

India. 

 

 

*I have used the example of PayTM in most 

scenarios as it is the current market leader in 

e Wallets and has the broadest reaching 

services network among its peers 

 

 

 

 

THE BRAHMASTRA 

AGAINST 

CORRUPTION  
 

 
 

 

SAI  SHREYAS (12) 

 

 
 

With one year of demonetisation, it is quite 

clear that corruption continues to be a 

pivotal issue in public discourse. The BJP 

today has made it its warzone for all 

political battles. But there is one undisputed 

fact, that corruption still very much exists, 

and it affects us even if the effect is 

intangible. Corruption must be dealt with 

systemically. This is a long process that will 

take its own time. But there are two areas of 

focus that can easily tackle multiple facets 

of this problem. 

 

We need to usher in digitalization. This does 

not just include digital currency, but a 

system that is digital. The roots of bribe-

taking lie in human interaction, and 
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therefore, this must be reduced to a 

minimum. As reported by The Economic 

Times, there is a proposal to have a 

―faceless and nameless‖ e-assessment for 

income tax payers in 2018.This is a 

welcome move but I would add a caveat. 

We shouldn‘t forget that a large population 

is still not educated enough to handle a 

digital interface. Consequently, they would 

prefer to use traditional means of tax 

assessment. This only means that a large 

section will continue to face the wrath of the 

income tax officials. 

Of course, the question about digital 

currency also is imperative. 

 

 A less-Cash economy doesn‘t necessarily 

mean that there will be no corruption. But 

certainly, it could be tracked. So, if 

tomorrow the IT department wants to 

analyse a transaction, evidence can be 

produced. I would also recommend that the 

government face out the ₹2,000 note 

because now high denomination notes have 

touched 93% which is the highest ever. 

There cannot be a greater encouragement for 

hoarders of illicit wealth than this. Also, 

higher circulation of high denomination 

notes will lead to demand pull inflation. 

Facing out this note, therefore, is key. 

 

The taxation system, as a whole, needs an 

overhaul. This includes changes in the 

income tax law itself. While the Goods and 

Services Tax has improved Indirect 

Taxation, Direct Taxation is still a 

contentious issue and rightly so. The debate 

on reducing tax rates had gone on in view of 

better compliance.  

 

Several Economists, including Raghuram 

Rajan, have pointed out that a tax rate of 

30% on the highest slab (>₹ 10,00,000) is 

not particularly high on a global 

comparison. But this argument doesn‘t 

factor in inflation and the indirect tax 

regime. A 30 % tax rate on a stagnant 

income with an inflation of about 4% and 

the GST which is levied on consumption 

naturally dissuades people from declaring an 

income of ₹10,00,000 or more. Instead a flat 

15% tax for income above ₹5,00,000 should 

be considered. This will ensure that even a 

tax shy citizen will be motivated to comply. 

However, this must be accompanied by an 

efficient and transparent system as 

mentioned earlier. 

 

Most importantly, agricultural income must 

be brought into the tax net which has the 

potential to bring out large amounts of black 

money. This is anyway not going to affect 

the landless labourers and those farmers 

whose income is below ₹5,00,000. Such an 

exemption has been exploited to evade tax. 

Plugging this loophole will certainly spoil 

the chances of tax evasion by wrongfully 

declaring a certain amount as agricultural 

income. The same must be extended to 

political parties. 

 

These measures will certainly ameliorate the 

lives of the common man. It is most crucial 

to note that corruption has a direct impact on 

our lives. Whether it price rise or dilapidated 

infrastructure, corruption is the disease that 

causes. It is however necessary that it 

thought though and implemented after 

consultation with experts. Most often, 

radical changes are either poorly thought 

through or badly implemented. Equally, we 

should try to reform existing institutions and 

create new ones. This will not only leave the 

problem untouched but the reform or the 

institution will become another problem. We 

must be guarded against this. 
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ZIMBABWE 

HYPERINFLATION 

 

HARSHITA  BHATTACHARJEE(11) 

 

 
 

 

In the 1990s, the Zimbabwean government 

led by President Robert Mugabe embarked 

on an Economic Structural Adjustment 

Programme (ESAP) which had negative 

effects on the Zimbabwe economy. The 

Government introduced land reforms which 

intended to evict white landowners and 

redistribute the land among black farmers. 

However, this proved to be a wrong decision 

as most of the black farmers lacked basic 

training and knowledge of farming. This 

caused a sharp drop in the production of 

basic food crops which caused shortage of 

food supply, leading to inflation and 

eventually leading to a series of chain 

reaction, which led to the fall of the 

economy. Prior to this, the Zimbabwe dollar, 

right after its independence from the British 

colony, had more value than the US dollar at 

the official exchange rates. The situation 

became so worse that even necessities, such 

as a loaf of bread was 10 million dollars. 

Since the mid-1990s, the inflation in 

Zimbabwe was on a high rise until the 2009, 

and the country is still not completely free 

from sudden spikes of inflation.  

 

With the economy on decline, the 

government started printing notes in 

abundance hoping it would resolve their 

problems. But this worsened the situation 

even more as more money went into 

circulation, thus magnifying the problem of 

inflation even more. The initial purpose of 

printing excess money was to finance the 

war with the Congo, but as the economic 

problem worsened, they started printing 

money for several reasons like: High 

national debt, decline in economic output, 

decline in export earning, lack of confidence 

in government, expectations of inflation. 

This was a short-term solution which would 

eventually lead to even bigger, 

uncontrollable problem: Hyperinflation.  

  

There were many other factors which fuelled 

the hyperinflation in Zimbabwe. With rising 

prices, people started storing goods fearing 

its prices to rise the next day, this caused a 

huge demand-pull inflation. Banks shut 

down refusing to give credit, fearing the 

value of debt to be wiped out. All the 

businesses in Zimbabwe had to shut down 

due to high production costs and unbearable 

losses. Lack of Foreign investments and loss 

of domestic businesses deepened the 

problem of supply of goods. The continuous 

chain of less supply, growing demand and 
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falling currency value was a major 

contributing factor for inflation. The 

problem of hyperinflation reached its peak 

in the 2008, the inflation rate was a 

whopping 79600000000%, an average of 

98% per day, which meant that the prices of 

goods would almost double its prices in a 

gap of 24 hours.  

Realising its mistake, the government 

stopped the printing of currency in 2009 

implicitly solving the problem of lack of 

confidence in the Zimbabwean dollar, and 

adopted the US dollar. The government also 

resorted to demonetise the Zimbabwean 

currency to control inflation. Had the 

government done this earlier instead of 

relying on such temporary solution, the 

whole problem could have been avoided to a 

considerable extent.  

However, there were many other problems 

being faced by the economy even after this 

change was brought in as it was too late to 

control the hyperinflation completely, 

without causing considerable or permanent 

damage to the functioning of the economy. 

In May 2016, the liquidity of US dollars 

started declining. Due to which the 

government decided to print an alternative 

bond notes, but the citizens were against this 

as they believed that the government would 

repeat the same mistake made in 2008. In 

2016 though Zimbabwe had a total of nine 

currencies legal, almost 90% of the 

transactions were carried out in US dollars 

and 5% in Rand. Zimbabwe is still 

threatened by hyperinflation due to unstable 

economy. The most recent one in September 

2017. Zimbabwe is still on its way to find a 

stable and promising solution for its 

hyperinflation. 

 

References 

 www.worldatlas.com/articles/the-
story-of-hyperinflation-in-

zimbabwe.html 

 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyperinflation
_in_Zimbabwe 

 

WINNERS AND 

LOSERS OF NAFTA 

 

 
ASHWINI  NARAYANAN (12) 

 

 
Eyes widen as the TV monitor continues to 

juggle numbers on its surface. 
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 17.646 pesos against 1 USD, 

17.660 pesos against 1 USD, 

17.748 pesos against 1 USD, 

17.762 pesos against 1 USD. 

 

 The numbers finally halt. But the storm has 

not yet passed, as the sixth round of talks 

between President Trump, Prime Minister 

Trudeau, and President Nieto are stalled in 

Washington DC, with the former 

contemplating taking an enormously 

consequential measure, unilaterally. 

On August 16, 2016, the Mexican economy 

took a massive hit, with its currency 

depreciating significantly against its US 

counterpart. The reason? Donald Trump 

indicating a possible withdrawal from the 

critical trade deal binding the 3 giants of the 

Northwestern hemisphere- the North 

Atlantic Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). 

 NAFTA is an agreement signed by Canada, 

Mexico and the United States, prompting the 

formation of a trilateral bloc, characterised 

by the absence of trade and investment 

barriers. This agreement spurted huge 

increments in trade: intra-bloc trade in the 

US increased by 41%, 118% in Mexico, and 

11% in Canada. But this year, with a change 

in government and policies of the US, the 

future of the NAFTA is in grave peril. 

 The conditions of uncertainty began with 

talks of renegotiation: Trump‘s 

characteristic approach of ‗wanting better 

for US workers and businesses,‘ led to his 

attempts to draw more US-centric terms of 

trade. "NAFTA has fundamentally failed 

many, many Americans and needs major 

improvement,‖ claims the administration 

repeatedly. This is despite statistics showing 

a US job creation of 5 million post-NAFTA, 

and massive booms in foreign investment. 

 Currently, the terms of the NAFTA are 

being re-negotiated in 10 rounds of talks 

between the three heads of state, predicted to 

close by the end of the 2017-18 financial 

year. Prompted by the US, these talks were 

attempts to draw up better conditions for US 

manufacturing. However, representatives of 

the US government are not looking hopeful, 

as Canadian and Mexican governments 

refuse to concede to the implementation of 

two major changes: the inclusion of a sunset 

clause, and a rules-of-origin proposition.  

 

The first would constitute periodic voting, 

every 5 years, over the expiration of 

NAFTA. This would effectively end the 

deal, with investors withdrawing due to an 

uncertain future, and the benefits of the deal 

lost. The second- cars and trucks must 

include a higher percentage of US parts to 

maintain tariff-free access. Both these are 

under contention by the other members of 

the deal, seeing them as unjustly penalising 

towards their economies. 

  

To understand the future of NAFTA, we 

first must analyse the credibility of the US 

government‘s claims. The implementation 

of NAFTA saw a shift in the nature of the 

US economy- with the loss of 500,000 to 

750,000 jobs in manufacturing, and creation 

of ten-folds in services. It also led to a 

suppression of wages in the manufacturing 

sector. Availability of cheap labour in 

Mexico allowed companies to threaten 

shifts, making it impossible for US workers 

to demand higher pay. 

  

However, it is important to note that these 

cons on the US economy had significant 

repercussions on Mexico as well. Loss of 

leverage for US unions meant that Mexican 

workers were constantly exploited and 

underpaid because of an excess demand. As 
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the agricultural sector in the US boomed due 

to high returns to scale, smaller Mexican 

farmers took a hit. So, the question remains- 

if NAFTA has had such significant impacts 

on the US and Mexican economy, why is 

Trump the first (and only) opposition to it? 

  

To put the answer simply: politics. Without 

the NAFTA, the US economy would cripple 

under the influence of the European Union 

and China. The massive outlet for US goods 

and services into Canada and Mexico 

renders it a superpower, and this allows it to 

retain a stronghold on the global market. 

Additionally, the 2008 financial crisis sorely 

demanded an international boost in trade for 

all economies involved, to cope with major 

losses. NAFTA was their solution and their 

saviour. 

  

But with the US economy gaining an 

independent footing, the NAFTA remains a 

trade deal to end all trade deals in positive 

and negative impact. It is evident that 

without it, the US economy would be one of 

the biggest losers, with its economic 

function dependent on its superpower status. 

Canada, a strong backer of the treaty, would 

not be hit as hard, due to solitary 

functioning, as well as strong trade partners 

outside the North-Atlantic region. However, 

Mexico will suffer gravely, with a majority 

of its investment and output closely linked 

with its US and Canadian partners. 

  

The reality is that NAFTA renegotiation is 

not black and white: if Trump‘s cavalier 

attitude towards withdrawal is equally 

matched by a solid plan to cope with the 

losses it creates, ending the NAFTA may be 

the way to go for the US. However, past 

performance of US government indicated 

that this policy stronghold is unlikely, and 

that the demise of this treaty will be 

accompanied by an erosion of US status in 

the world economy.  

 

Canada is not desperate either, indicated by 

Trudeau‘s candour in accepting that they are 

willing to move forward with no treaty, as 

opposed to a bad one. And so, the future of 

the Mexican economy remains bleak- 

hanging on by a pumpkin-coloured, 

indecisive thread, to the footing it once had 

as an economy. 

 

 

UTI SCAM 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

PRANAV  MURTHY (11) 

 

 
 

UTI or the Unit Trust of India is a Statutory 

Corporation which was instituted in 

February 1964 through an act of parliament, 

in order to mobilise savings of general 

public in the form of investments and help 
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them avail the benefits of industrial 

development in the country. 

After liberalisation, UTI was at the mercy of 

the stock exchange with major inflow of 

FDI. P. Chidambaram (an Indian politician 

and attorney who currently serves as 

Member of Parliament) reinstated the UTI 

by taking most of the government nominees 

off the Executive Board of the UTI. Due to 

bad planning at a crucial stage of economic 

liberalisation, the UTI almost crashed in 

1998 with a steep drop in share prices and 

the government having to inject ₹. 3300 

crores to bail out  UTI. It was during this 

crisis that the genesis of the UTI SCAM, P. 

S. Subramanyam was appointed as 

Chairman of the UTI. 

 

Under Subramanyam, the UTI invested in a 

lot of junk bonds of corporates which were 

either not performing so well or were on the 

verge of shutting down operations. This was 

done in collaboration with Subramanyam‘s 

high profile contacts with industrialists and 

bureaucrats so as to maximise personal 

wealth.  

The funds for investing in such projects 

came from the US64 scheme, the largest 

mutual fund scheme in India with more than 

10 crore investors(mostly from the middle 

class and poor sections of the society). This 

public money was being utilised for such 

junk bonds for which people received 

returns lesser than the face value of the 

shares invested in. After the government and 

public was enraged with his bad decision 

making, Subramanyam took an 

unprecedented step which also led to a 

MAJOR failure. 

He could have injected excess money to bail 

or buy out the junk bonds and reinvest in 

better companies, but he decided to spend 

more on advertising the UTI. For this he 

used large sums of money but in vain, as it 

attracted very few additional investors. 

Finally, under the pressure of Foreign 

Institutional Investors (FII‘s) and Domestic 

Investors, the UTI Board decided to freeze 

the US64 in 2001, with no buying or selling 

of shares of this scheme for a 2-month 

period.  

As a result, the face value of shares dropped 

steeply and investors lost out on crores of 

rupees. Though around 4,141 crores were 

redeemed during the freezing period, of that, 

4,000 crores belonged to the banking sector 

and the corporate sector. 

UTI Scam was a major setback to our 

economy with erosion of faith in 

Government policies and loss of investor‘s 

money. This would not have happened had 

the government checked Subramanyam‘s 

activities at regular intervals and removed 

him from his post when things were going 

from bad to worse. Furthermore, 

Subramanyam‘s bad administration and 

policy decisions were not opposed at the 

time by the Board and this fueled the crisis. 

If necessary steps had been taken, crores of 

investors could have been saved. 

References 

● www.quint.in 

● www.mint.in 

● www.theeconomictimes.in 
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WORLD WAR II – THE 

SILVER LINING  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RITWIK  GUPTA (11) 

 

 

It is said that war only causes destruction. 

The truth is that war also creates new 

opportunities. World War II is a case in 

point. The boost provided from World War 

2 helped put the US economy out of one of 

the most severe financial crises ever 

witnessed, The Great Depression.  

Following the Stock Market Crash of 1929, 

US and most of its allies suffered from 

severe deflation, unemployment and 

poverty. In 1933 almost 1/4
th 

of the US 

workforce was unemployed. Severe 

droughts caused by ‗The Dust Bowl‘ 

displaced thousands of farmers to the cities 

where they had to put up in cardboard boxes 

and trashcans. The worst affected by the 

Great Depression were the business owners. 

At a point of time, prices had decreased by 

almost 30%
 
but their fixed capital expenses 

like mortgage payments did not drop by that 

much. As a result, business owners defaulted 

on loans and lost all their property.  

 

Almost 9000 banks had failed during that 

time. In a short span of 3 years, world 

import and export volume in the 

industrialized nations decreased about 30%
.
 

The US government too, desperately tried to 

introduce infrastructure, banking and public 

employment schemes but could not cope 

with the depression. Alas, there was no hope 

left for the US economy. Its GDP Per capita 

had decreased by a solid 1000$ . But to its 

rescue, came World War 2. 

 According to Keynesian‘s Aggregate 

Demand Theory, High Aggregate Demand 

for any good could be the most effective 

measure to put any country out of 

depression as it can induce supply, 

production and employment required to 

meet that demand. Between 1940 and 1942, 

when the U.S. entered World War II, 

government purchases nearly quadrupled, 

which added significant demand to the 

economy. In 1941, a full percent of 

American labour was employed building 

military materials in preparation for a 

potential war; this only increased once the 

U.S. actually entered the war.  

 

Unemployment dropped to 4.7% from 25% 

in a short span of 8 years. World War II also 

introduced new sectors to the economy that 

previously did not exist. The creation of the 

aerospace industry, which was quite small 

before the war, is a prime example. In 1940, 
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for example, the military had 28 airfields, 

but by the end of World War II, it had over 

1,000. This created opportunities for the 

aerospace industry to boom and employ 

people, thereby recovering the economy .  It 

would therefore not be an exaggeration to 

say that the World War II lifted the US and 

World Economy from a gloomy depression. 
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ENRON SCANDAL 
 

  

 

SHASHWAT  SOOD(11) 

 

 

 

What was Enron? 

Enron was an American energy-based 

company. They were the largest audit 

company of America at the time. The Enron 

scandal was scandal based on the loopholes 

in accounting. 

 

Who was involved? 

The company was started in the 1865 and 

several years later, employed a man named 

Jefferey Skilling, who later went on to be 

the CEO and mastermind of one of the 

greatest economic scams of history. 

 

http://www.people.vcu.edu/
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How did it take place? 

The owners, CEO and auditors had found a 

way by which all transactions could be 

hidden to any extent. When Enron moved to 

illegal activity and scam of billions of 

dollars their auditor hid them in all possible 

ways. The loss included 618 million dollars 

vanishing from the wall street darlings 

books. Just after hitting their all market high 

of 90 dollars a stock their ways were 

released to the public. The Enron stock lost 

all market value and fell to about 0.26 

dollars a stock. 

  

Things to learn: 

The Enron scandal taught the market and all 

auditors a lesson and that was to keep a 

close track on all money and whether or not 

it is being accounted for. Enron scandal still 

wasn‘t the last scandal but was one of the 

biggest scandals to hit Wall Street. Scandals 

have taken place since Enron but none at 

such a large value. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 PARADOX OF VALUE 

(THE DIAMOND 

WATER PARADOX) 
 

 
 

 KAVYA  MENON (12 ) 

 

 
 

Have you ever purchased something for an 

exceptionally high price and thought to 

yourself, ‗it‘s bizarre how much I am paying 

for this? Quite certainly you have. 

Considering the numerous transactions, we 

deal with daily, such a scenario is sure to be 

a frequent one. So why do we spend so 

much on a product even though we are 

aware that we are paying way too high a 

price? 

 

This can be explained using the paradox of 

value theory proposed by Adam Smith. This 

is also known as the diamond-water 

paradox. This paradox can be understood by 

using two common commodities, that is, 

water and diamonds. It is true beyond a 
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doubt that water is necessary for our 

survival and diamonds are a mere luxury. 

However, while water is more useful than 

diamonds in terms of survival, diamonds get 

a higher market price. 

One argument that could be made is that 

diamonds are rarer than water, thus creating 

a much higher demand than supply, thereby 

pushing the price higher. However, consider 

the fact that less than 1% of the earth‘s 

water is drinkable. Also consider the fact 

that access to clean drinking water is one of 

the world‘s most pressing issues. Shouldn't 

water be worth much more than diamonds in 

this case?   

Adam Smith pointed out that practical things 

we use in our everyday life like socks, 

spoons, cups, bottles, etc. have little or no 

value in exchange and often goods that have 

the greatest or highest market value, 

generally are of little or no practical use. For 

example, diamond rings, ancient piece of art 

and so on have no value other than their 

appearance and perhaps their historic 

significance. 

This dilemma of the unusual pricing of 

goods can be explained by understanding the 

concept of marginal utility. When looking 

into the total utility of a good, that is the 

total satisfaction of a person derived from 

the consumption of a good, it is clear that 

water will be of greater value, as it is 

essential for sustaining life.  To understand 

this paradox however, we must not look into 

total utility but instead understand the 

concepts of marginal utility and scarcity. 

Marginal utility refers to the additional 

satisfaction or gain one receives from using 

or purchasing one additional unit of a 

particular good or service. We can now 

implement this into the water and diamond 

example. There is plenty of water around the 

world. As consumers, we have low marginal 

utility for water. This means that we are 

generally not willing to pay a large amount 

for one additional glass of water. Diamonds 

however have a higher marginal utility. 

Being scare, people are willing to spend 

large sums of money for one additional 

diamond, thereby increasing its marginal 

utility. 

The marginal utility of adding a diamond to 

our collection is much higher than someone 

offering us another drink of water. There is 

an exception however, in the case of 

someone who has not had water to drink for 

a very long period of time and whose life 

perhaps depends on that one glass of water. 

For this person, the marginal utility of water 

will be much higher than that of a diamond. 

Does paying Rs. 25,000 for a video game in 

comparison to paying Rs.500 for a pair of 

shoes make sense? In the general living 

sense, it certainly doesn‘t. However, a video 

game does have higher marginal utility than 

a pair of shoes and hence people are willing 

to pay such a high price for it. 

This paradox can possibly be explained by 

the subjective theory of value as well, which 

says that worth is based on the wants and 

needs of a society, as opposed to value being 

inherent to an object. In developed 

countries, drinkable water is not only 

abundant, it‘s considered a right. As they 

don‘t have to worry about paying for water, 

it gives them extra money to pay for things 

like diamonds, that do not merely fall out of 

faucets and are scarcer. Individuals in 

developing countries surely place a higher 

value on clean water as it is not as easily 

available to them. 
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It is thus due to all the above reasons that the 

paradox of value arises. 
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THE RISE AND FALL 

OF HARSHAD MEHTA 

 
 

PALLAVI  SETHI(11) 

 

 

 
 

He was an Indian stockbroker, well known 

for his wealth and for having been charged 

with numerous financial crimes that took 

place in 1992.He was none other than 

Harshad Mehta. The Harshad Mehta scam is 

probably one of the most brilliantly 

engineered financial scams in the history of 

India and maybe even history of finance all 

across the globe. 

I once read this book on the scam by 

Sucheta Dalal which is a fantastic account of 

what happened. 

Quoting from the book: 

"There was deep rot in the banking system 

and Harshad used it to his advantage to dip 

his hands in a bottomless pit of money‖ 

Up to the early 90s, there were numerous 

loopholes in the banking sector. Banks in 

India were not allowed to invest in the 

equity markets. However, they were 

expected to post profits and to retain a 

certain ratio (threshold) of their assets in 

government fixed interest bonds.1991 was 

the year of LPG in India- Liberalization, 

Privatization and Globalization. A free 

market philosophy led to increasing 

pressures on commercial banks to perform 

profitably.  There was also intense 

competition amongst banks to obtain 

additional funds to boost their profitability. 

Additionally, all banks were required to 

maintain a Statutory Liquidity Ratio (Cash, 

government securities, gold etc) @37.5% of 

the total deposits. (Funds earmarked for 

SLR were typically invested in government 

securities to earn interest.) Each bank had to 

submit balance sheet details at the end of the 

day to prove to the government that this law 

was being abided by.  

However, banks started asking the govt. for 

some relaxation on this rule, and the govt. 

obliged. Now, a new rule was introduced. 

These balance sheet details had to be 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stockbroker
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_crimes
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submitted only on Fridays, instead of every 

day of the week. 

Implication? Banks could now sell their 

govt. bonds in the earlier part of the week 

(to free funds) and then buy back these 

bonds at the end of the week. This freed 

capital could now be used for other 

investing purposes.  

Mehta cleverly squeezed capital out of the 

banking system to address this requirement 

of banks and pumped this money into the 

share market. He also promised the banks 

higher rates of interest, while asking them to 

transfer the money into his personal account, 

under the guise of buying securities for them 

from other banks.  

At that time, a bank had to go through a 

broker to buy securities and forward bonds 

from other banks. Mehta used this money 

temporarily in his account to buy shares, 

thus hiking up demand of certain shares (of 

good established companies like ACC, 

Sterlite Industries and Videocon) 

dramatically, selling them off, passing on a 

part of the proceeds to the bank and keeping 

the rest for himself. This resulted in stocks 

like ACC (which was trading in 1991 for Rs. 

200/share) to nearly Rs. 9000 in just 3 

months. There were two main tools which 

were used for this scam: 1) RFD-Ready 

Forward Deals 2) BR-Bank Receipts. 

An RFD is a secured short term 15-day-loan 

from one bank to another. The lending is 

done against government securities. The 

borrowing bank actually sells the securities 

to the lending bank and buys them back at 

tenure, at a slightly higher price.  

Another instrument used in a big way was 

the bank receipt (BR). In a ready forward 

deal, securities were not moved back and 

forth in actuality. Instead, the borrower, i.e. 

the seller of securities, gave the buyer of the 

securities a BR. The BR confirms the sale of 

securities. It acts as a receipt for the money 

received by the selling bank. Hence the 

name - bank receipt. It promises to deliver 

the securities to the buyer. It also states that 

in the meantime, the seller holds the 

securities in trust of the buyer. 

Having figured this out, Mehta needed 

banks, which could issue fake BRs, or BRs 

not backed by any government securities. 

Two small and little-known banks - the 

Bank of Karad (BOK) and the Mumbai 

Mercantile Co-operative Bank (MCB) - 

came in handy for this purpose. 

Once these fake BRs were issued, they were 

passed on to other banks and the banks in 

turn gave money to Mehta, plainly assuming 

that they were lending against government 

securities when this was not really the case. 

He took the price of ACC from Rs. 200 to 

Rs. 9,000. That was an increase of 4,400%. 

The stock markets were overheated and the 

bulls were on a mad run. Since he had to 

book profits in the end, the day he sold was 

the day when the markets crashed. He 

invested so much using this money, believe 

it or not, he single-handedly led to a boom in 

the economy! SENSEX almost doubled. 

Good things out of the scam-  

The scandal exposed the loopholes in the 

Indian banking system, Bombay Stock 

Exchange (BSE) transaction system and 

SEBI further introduced new rules to cover 

those loopholes. SEBI was empowered. Our 

banking and stock market systems vastly 

improved. Thanks to him. He worked as a 

catalyst. Like a charm. 
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FARM LOAN WAIVER 

AND WHY IT’S NOT 

THE SOLUTION 

 
 

DEVIKA.M (11) 

 

 

 

In 2017, states like Uttar Pradesh, 

Maharashtra (among others) announced 

huge amount of farm loans to be waived. 

This was to alleviate the mounting 

indebtedness of farmers caused because of 

continuous droughts, which forced farmers 

to commit suicide. 
-------------------------------------------------- 
 

Fails to help marginal farmers 

.According to the Situation Assessment 

Survey of 2012-13,. At the all India level, 

60% of farm loans were from institutional 

sources, while the remaining were accounted 

for by local money lenders and other non-

institutional sources. The data also shows 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harshad_Mehta
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that the extent of dependence on non-

institutional sources was much higher for 

small and marginal farmers. 

Since loans taken from institutionalized 

banks are waived, this fails to impact 

majority of farmers who depend on non-

institutional sources and the marginal 

farmers who need it the most and the loan 

waivers don‘t reach them. 

Erodes credit culture 
As history points out, there has been a 

culture of loan waiving announced. From 

1990 till now, numerous loan waiving 

schemes have been announced. These 

repeated waivers distort reality, building 

expectations for farmers about future loan 

waivers. 

 
Taking the example of the 2011 loan waiver 

by UP state, repayment rates changed 

dramatically after the announcement of the 

waiver programme across all districts of UP: 

the average rate fell from 25%-50% in 2010-

11 (pre-announcement) to 10%-25% in 

2011-12(post-announcement) 

This makes eligible payers dishonest and  

they abstain from paying loans. 

 

 

The Non-Performing Assets (NPA) 

dilemma 

These waivers, aiming to provide relief to 

debt ridden farmers, depletes finance from 

the economy. There has been a growing 

trend by the agricultural sector contributing 

to the NPA‘s. 

HDFC bank had said up to 0.13 per cent 

contribution in the fresh bad loans was from 

the agri sector. 

 Since the 2008 farm loan waiver, 

agricultural NPAs rose three times. With 

growing expectations of other states 

following the same suit, people tend to 

deliberately default. 

Further, these affect the credibility of major 

public banks as well as the credibility of 

farmers. Over the coming years, banks 

might hesitate to lend loans to farmers due 

to repeated loan waivers.  Due to this banks 

also take a long time to recover and 

recapitalize. 

Effect on fiscal deficit and burden on 

common man 

With the centre choosing to not exceed their 

deficits, the states have to pool in their own 

resources. Furthermore, since the states have 

to keep their fiscal deficit below 

3%(according to a 14 financial commission 

rule) capital expenditure on other key areas 

have been reduced. 

 

However, a huge chunk of this goes towards 

the farm loan waiver. ―To adjust this lump 

sum amount, the government has reduced 

expenditure on key activities like activities 

like energy, social welfare and nutrition.‖ 

However, this reduction will not suffice so 

the government shifts the burden of these 

loans waivers to the common tax payers in 

the form of increase in taxes on fuel, 

electricity, property etc. 

Although, farmers are provided the much-

needed relief they require, it is only 

temporary. The negatives outweigh the 

temporary positives. In future, we need to be 

cautious of the domino effect this might 

have and seek to explore other options to 

solve this ever-present problem.   
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CAN ECONOMISTS 

REALLY PREDICT 

ANYTHING? 

 

RONITH  SIVAKUMAR (12 )  

 

 
 

There has always been a massive debate 

surrounding whether economics is really a 

science or not. By definition, economics 

seems like a science. It is an organized body 

of knowledge improved upon over the years 

to include comprehensive theories spanning 

multiple fields and categories. It has basic 

laws and definitions that are universally 

agreed upon.  

What is the issue then? Shouldn‘t all 

economists come out in celebration over the 

apparent incorporation of the study into the 

sciences? Frankly no. Because while the 

economic study has virtually hundreds of 

valid reasons to be a science, it has one 

major drawback.  

Unlike any of their scientific counterparts, 

economists till date have not been able to 

successfully predict any outcome through 

their theories and forecasts. Mind you, when 

I talk about economics, I mean at the macro 

level. Microeconomics is an altogether 

different beast. Indeed, the reputation of 

mainstream economics is arguably at its 

worst since its formation.  

 

Studies reveal the inability of forecasters to 

correctly or timeously predict outcomes. 

Based on a sample of 63 industrial and 

developing countries, a study by Prakash 

Loungani at the International Monetary 

Fund is revealing. It showed that private 

sector forecasters were only able to predict 

two of the 60 recessions that occurred over 

the sample while the majority remained 

undetected. 

 

And just this year, economists were put 

under the radar by none other than the 

federal reserve of the United States. The 

study conducted by the fed compared 

predictions of important economic indicators 

— unemployment, inflation, interest rates, 

gross domestic product — with the actual 

outcomes. There were widespread errors. 
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The study symbolically concluded that 

―considerable uncertainty surrounds all 

macroeconomic projections.‖ 

 

This raises an important and massive 

existential question to economic predictions 

in general. If an institution like the fed itself 

is questioning the accuracy of economic 

forecasting, why should all of us commoners 

believe any of it? Everyone seems to believe 

that economics as a study will allow us to 

predict the future. That is not true by any 

means. Economists have spent the majority 

of their theoretical work not on the present 

but the past. But at the same time, it is not 

completely the fault of economists for doing 

that. Economics, like its other scientific 

studies, is now a highly valuable, empirical 

body of knowledge. It is now so complex 

that simple logic doesn‘t help you 

understand certain phenomena anymore. It is 

a study that has too many unpredictable 

variables. It has components like human 

behaviour, which itself is an umbrella term 

for factors like sentiment, involved in its 

decision-making process. 

To make forecasts, economists typically 

create computer models that seek to emulate 

the interaction between dozens or hundreds 

of these variables in the real economy. But, 

one of the problems with economic 

forecasting is that a small change in a few 

variables can make predictions almost 

impossibly complex. At the same time, 

increased complexity is not the only 

problem – forecasts are also made less 

trustworthy because of a feedback loop. So, 

if a meteorologist says it will rain, the fact 

that you take an umbrella out with you does 

not affect the weather.  

But if an economist forecasts that inflation 

will rise by 3% and we react by asking for at 

least a 3% rise in wages, we have changed 

the basis on which the forecast was made.  

Inflation is now likely to rise by more than 

3%. The fact that the forecast exists changes 

the reality it is trying to predict. 

So is the solution to altogether disregard 

economic forecasting or to completely keep 

it secret so as to not influence decisions? 

Highly unlikely. It isn‘t a change in the 

system that needs to be worked out here. It‘s 

a change in what we expect from it. The 

goal, then, isn‘t to predict exactly what will 

happen. The whole point of building 

(sometimes highly elaborate) forecasting 

models is to get a sense of the range of 

possible outcomes.  

Economic forecasting allows agencies like 

the fed to be in the know how about when a 

certain issue needs its intervention in the 

market. The main issue with economic 

forecasting has not really been the outcome, 

but the degree of the outcome.  

So, while economic forecasting has been 

inaccurate so far, is it really been that 

useless? While the degree of the predictions 

is often inaccurate, the overall consensus is 

that the forecasts still provide enough data to 

organizations like the IMF and yes, the fed, 

to do their job. So, at the end of the day, 

inaccurate forecasts are still providing with 

enough data to sustain their existence.  

They are here to stay. The only change, 

however, is that we learn to accept their 

slight inaccuracies and modify our attitude, 

placing less emphasis on the magnitude of 

the results than the result themselves. Sure, 

businesses and organizations want the best 

results so that they can maximize their 

efforts with one goal in mind, but until a 
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better method of forecasting arises, there is 

nothing we can frankly complain about. 

 

PRIVATE EQUITY 

AND ITS EFFECT ON 

THE ECONOMY 

 

SUDEEPTO  DAS (12 ) 

 

 

WHAT IS PRIVATE EQUITY? 

Private equity in simple terms is equity 

invested in private companies, it is capital 

not listed on a public exchange. This type of 

investment is done by HNWI (High Net 

Worth Individuals), accredited institutional 

investors in private companies and loans 

from financial institutions which may lead to 

delisting of public equity. 

 

The capital is usually invested in companies 

which are not performing well or new start-

ups. Private Equity firms utilize the capital 

invested is used for many purposes mainly 

developing and improving the target 

company‘s operations for a limited amount 

of time. After improving the overall 

profitability and financial health their main 

objective is to resale the company to another 

firm or letting them loose for an IPO (Initial 

Public-Offering). 

 

A disadvantage here might be the fact that 

these firms may use massive loans to 

finance the purchase which is a huge risk. If 

the target company does not perform it 

would be difficult for the firm to repay the 

loan to the financial institution. 

 

PRIVATE EQUITY AND ITS EFFECTS 

ON THE INDIAN ECONOMY: 
Private Equity promotes growth of a country 

mainly because it encourages investments 

which allow firms to develop and improve 

their profitability. This ensures a higher rate 

of employment and productivity raising the 

quality of life and overall GDP. 

 

 It allows foreign players to invest in a 

vibrant and multicultural economy which 

promotes the upcoming start up culture 

especially after the newly introduced ―Make 

in India.‖ It promotes research and 

development in various sectors of the 

business world which benefit the economy. 

 

Studies indicate that Private Equity does 

lead to a rapid job destruction but create 

much more job opportunities. However, they 

focus on businesses which were 

underperforming and selling them after 

developing them into profitable businesses. 

This requires investing by Indian citizens – 

promotes new investment opportunities for 

the Indian investors which yield higher 

returns than usual investments. 

THUS, PE firms prevent companies from 

going bankrupt, promote employment and 
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ensure a well operating company. This is a 

huge advantage to the Indian Economy 

especially as it is a dynamic, fast pace 

economy undergoing rapid changes.  

 

THE NEED TO 

ABOLISH INCOME 

TAX IN INDIA 
 

 

 
VIDHYARTH  NATARAJAN (12) 

 

 

Recently, the finance ministry of India had 

published data for the income tax 

assessments in the years 2013-14 and 14-15. 

The data revealed that while the total 

population of India was a staggering 129.5 

crore in the year 2014-15, the number of 

people filing income tax returns was a mere 

3.65crores. This means a mere 2.31% of the 

total population actually filed income tax 

returns in the year 2014-15. Out of the 

3.65crores, it was found that only 1.91crores 

people were actually paying income tax. 

What does this mean? It means that only 

1.47% of India‘s population was paying 

income tax. In this 1.47% a large population 

was only paying an income tax of less than 

or equal to 1.5 lakhs per year. In the year 

2014-15, 19.18 lakh people paid income tax 

worth ₹ 1.47 lakh crores while the total 

income tax paid in the year was 1.91 lakh 

crores. 

 

What does this data reveal to us? It reveals 

that an extremely small population of India 

(less than 1%) was actually paying more 

than 77% of the income tax. Clearly the 

current system of income tax collection in 

India is highly inefficient and does not 

provide any stability to the economy. The 

population that pays income tax is largely 

comprised of the middle class who are often 

harassed by the officers and are forced to 

pay close to 30% of their income every year. 

 

So here is what I propose. Abolish income 

tax and focus on making the process of GST 

a simpler procedure with fewer number of 

slabs. What does this do? For starters, the 

removal of income tax will increase the 

domestic savings in the economy. An 

increase in domestic savings will lead to an 

increase in investment expenditure. When 

you have an increase in investment 

expenditure, the output in the domestic 

economy increases, causing a rise in GDP. 

There is a surge in the growth rate of the 

country. Therefore, the loss in earnings from 

income tax is set off by the indirect tax 

earned by both the centre and the state. 

Furthermore, an increase in output will 

increase aggregate supply in the economy. 
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Increase in supply will lower prices and 

combat inflation. 

 

How do we further regain the loss in 

revenue? Natural resources like coal blocks, 

mining rights, different spectrums like 2g 3g 

4g etc and other licenses can be auctioned. 

These auctions are capable of earning more 

for the country than the amount earned 

through the current income tax system 

according the certain estimates. 

 

Furthermore, foreign accounts need to be 

recovered from tax havens as large portions 

of this consist of black money. These can be 

recovered under the provisions as per the 

United Nations Convention Against 

Corruption. Similar provisions were used to 

recover the illegal holdings of Mubarak and 

Gadhafi. This recovery will earn us more 

than the income tax system could in 10 years 

is what estimates say as these illegal 

holdings are said to be around 16 lakh 

crores. Therefore, the government is actually 

going to make a profit by abolishing income 

tax. However, there are 2 issues that must be 

considered. 

 

1)Will the investment expenditure in the 

country actually increase? If it does not, the 

economy will stagnate and will be unable to 

grow. 

2) There will be an increase in the income 

inequality in the country. So, the growth rate 

must reach the grassroots levels and the 

wealth must be redistributed properly. Dr 

Subramanian Swamy says that a 10% 

growth rate for 10 years will combat poverty 

and inequality. 

These 2 points must be carefully analysed 

before taking such a drastic, yet 

advantageous step. 

 

 

JORDAN BELFORT & 

STRATTON OAKMONT  

 

 

 

AJITH  NAIR (11) 

 

 

 

 

―The golden age of dentistry is over. If 

you‘re here simply because you‘re looking 

to make a lot of money, you‘re in the wrong 

place‘. After having earned $20,000 through 

the sale of ice-cream coolers, with a friend, 

he went on to graduate from American 

University with a degree in Biology. Upon 

enrolling at the University of Maryland 

School of Dentistry, a certain Jordan Belfort 

was told the exact same lines by the dean of 

the college.  

Raised by his parents in a tiny apartment in 

Bayside, Queens, both of whom were 

accountants, the quintessential restraints of 

the ‗middle-class income‘ stratum applied to 

him as well. Tired of being middle class and 

high money mindedness led him to the one 

place on Earth worthy of translating dreams 

into figures: Wall Street. He thus joined 

L.F.Rothschild, a merchant and investment 

banking firm in the United States. Much to 

Belfort‘s luck, his first day at L.F. was the 
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Black Monday in 1987, a crash that began in 

Hong Kong, spread to Europe and then 

significantly shed American market value. A 

total market fall of 22.61%, the Dow Jones 

Industrial Average fell exactly 508 points to 

1,738.74 . The Black Monday decline was-

and currently remains-the largest one-day 

percentage decline in the DJIA. This led to 

the closure of several imminent financial 

and non-financial institutions, LF Rothschild 

among them. This essentially meant that 

Belfort‘s career had now ended for good.  

Determined to achieve his dreams, Belfort 

did not quaver from his job and insisted that 

he would either ―become a stockbroker or 

die trying‖. With the help of friend he met at 

a New York diner, Danny Porush, they 

founded Stratton Oakmont Inc., a Long 

Island headquartered over-the-counter 

brokerage house. Stratton was the largest 

OTC firm in the country in the late 1980s 

and 1990s, and was the factor behind initial 

public offerings of nearly 35 companies, 

including the global footwear giant, Steve 

Madden Ltd. 

Stratton followed an aggressive and illegal 

sales technique of stock selling, including 

participation in pump-and-dump schemes, a 

securities fraud that involves artificial 

inflation of the price of an owned stock 

through false and misleading statements, 

thus driving potential investors to believe in 

the credibility and authenticity of the stock. 

When converted, it leads to the ―dumping‖ 

of the overvalued shares at the inflated price 

and investors thus lose their money due to 

the difference between inflated value and 

market value of said stock. Yet another 

practice of Stratton was the refusal to 

process or undertake orders to sell the stock.  

Under constant scrutiny by the National 

Association of Security Dealers, Inc. from 

1998,  Stratton Oakmont was finally barred 

in April 1996 from conducting principal 

retail transactions for a period of one year. 

In December of the same year, Stratton was 

finally expelled from the NASD and a year 

later, Jordan Belfort and Danny Porush were 

indicated for money laundering and stock 

fraud. Due to their cooperation with the 

investigation however, they received less 

prison time. They pleaded guilty to 10 

counts of securities fraud and money 

laundering, admitting they operated a stock 

manipulation scheme nearly 34 companies 

in a seven-year period. At the end of this, 

only one question remains – Does Jordan 

Belfort have any regrets ? 

In an interview for the launch of his book 

‗Way of the Wolf‘ , Jordan explicitly states 

that while he does regret that most of  

Stratton‘s clients did lose their money , he 

certainly cannot say the same of his ―self-

destructive lifestyle , because that is who he 

was and is‖. Pride in the system of 

aggressive salesmanship and the training 

that he imparted to all his employees to 

become great in the sales field is yet another 

credit-worthy achievement. 

 Hence, the most prominent observation I 

have made is the rise of this man- from 

holding a degree in Biology and entering the 

securities market to making himself one of 

the biggest names in the world of 

stockbrokerage. Moreover , the immense 

wealth he has amassed and still continues to, 

despite his crime-aided fall from grace and 

the recognition that he still gets till date with 

his ‗Straight Line Persuasion System‘ 

workshops worldwide and bestselling books, 

are inspiring and propelling. 
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COMIC STRIP 

      SHRUTI KUMAR  (11) 
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Across 

4. This Indian stock index tracks 30 companies 

5. A situation when economic growth is dull and 

inflation is high 

6. How easily an asset can be converted to cash 

7. Official lowering of a currency 

10. A severe recession 

13. India‘s first international exchange 

14. A market situation in which there is only one/a large 

buyer 

15. The expansion and peak phase of a business cycle 

16. Keynes known as the 'Father of Macroeconomics' 

Down 

1. A security that is dependent upon or derived from 1 

or more under lying assets 

2. Field of economics that won the noble price(2017) 

3. Act of restoring legal tender to a currency 

8. A fund mostly available to accredited investors that 

has a complex portfolio 

9. Selling / exporting something for less than its cost 

11. A market dominated by a small number of firms 

12. Author of "An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes 

of the Wealth of Nations" 
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ECONOMICS QUIZ 

Connect the following images  

1)   2016         2015      

         1996     1971 

2)         

                                        

 

 

  

 

 

 3) 
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ANSWER KEY 

CROSSWORD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ECONOMIC QUIZ   

Across                                      Down           

4. Sensex                              1.Derivative 

5. Stagflation                         2.Behavioural 

6. Liquidity                              3.Remonetisation 

7. Devaluation                        8.Hedge fund 

10. Depression                       9.Dumping 

11. India INX                          11.Oligopoly 

14. Monopsony                     12.Adam Smith 

15. Boom 

16. John 

1. Demonetision 

2. The two pictures represent the 

old & new rupees 10 currency 

notes. 

3 .Goli vada pav 
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GLOSSARY 
 

Adam smith – he was an 18-century 

philosopher renowned as the father of 

modern economics, and a major proponent 

of laissez -faire economic policies 

Aggregate demand theory – it is the total 

demand for final goods and services in an 

economy at a given point of time  

Bonds- it is a fixed income investment in 

which an investor loans money to an entity 

(typically corporate or governmental) which 

borrows the funds for a defined period of 

time at a variable or fixed interest rate.  

 

BSE- The Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) 

is an Indian stock exchange located at Dalal 

Street, Mumbai  

Capitalism - it is an economic system in 

which capital goods are owned by 

private individuals or businesses.  

Deflation - When the overall price level 

decreases so that inflation rate becomes 

negative 

demand pull inflation – it is used by 

Keynesian economics to describe what 

happens when price levels rise because 

of an imbalance in the aggregate supply 

and demand.  

demonetization - it is the act of stripping 

a currency unit of its status as legal 

tender. ... Sometimes, a country 

completely replaces the old currency 

with new currency. 

Economic forecasting – it is the process of 

making predictions about the economy 

Enron - it was a U.S. energy-trading and 

utilities company that perpetuated one of the 

biggest accounting frauds in history. 

Equity market- these are the meeting point 

for buyers and sellers of stocks. The 

securities traded in the equity market can be 

either public stocks, which are those listed 

on the stock exchange, or privately traded 

stocks. 

e-wallet- stands for electronic wallet. It is a 

type of electronic card which is used for 

transactions made online through a 

computer or a smartphone.  

FDI- Foreign direct investment (FDI) is an 

investment made by a firm or individual in 

one country into business interests located in 

another country.  

FII- Foreign Institutional Investor (FII) 

means an institution established or 

incorporated outside India which proposes 

to make investment in securities in India. 

Fixed capital- capital invested in fixed 

assets. 

hyperinflation - monetary inflation 

occurring at a very high rate. 

IMF- The International Monetary Fund is 

an organization of 189 member countries. It 

is known to stabilize the global economy.  

Inflation- a general increase in prices and 

fall in the purchasing value of money 

IPO - An initial public offering, or IPO, is 

the very first sale of stock issued by a 

company to the public 
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Jeff bezos - Jeffrey Preston Bezos is an 

American technology entrepreneur, investor, 

and philanthropist, who is best known as the 

founder, chairman, and chief executive 

officer of Amazon, 

Jefferey skilling-  he is a former American 

businessman best known as the former CEO 

of Enron Corporation 

Liberalisation- the removal or loosening of 

restrictions on something, typically an 

economic or political system 

Marginal utility - the benefit gained from 

consuming one additional unit of a product 

or service. 

Micro economics - he part of economics 

concerned with single factors and the effects 

of individual decisions. 

NAFTA- The North American Free Trade 

Agreement is an agreement signed by 

Canada, Mexico, and the United States, 

creating a trilateral trade bloc in North 

America.  

NPA- A Non-performing asset (NPA) is 

defined as a credit facility in respect of 

which the interest and/or installment of 

Bond finance principal has remained 'past 

due' for a specified period of time.  

Private equity- it is capital that is not listed 

on a public exchange. 

PS Subramanyam -he is an Indian 

aerospace scientist who served as the 

Director of Aeronautical Development 

Agency. 

Raul prebisch – he was known primarily 

for his work as a scholar specializing in 

international and development economics 

and for his leadership as an executive in 

various agencies of the United Nations. 

SEBI- The Securities and Exchange Board 

of India (SEBI) is the designated regulatory 

body for the finance and investment markets 

in India 

Statutory corporation- these are public 

enterprises brought into existence by a 

Special Act of the Parliament.  

Stock market crash – it is a rapid and often 

unanticipated drop in stock prices. 

tax evasion- he illegal non-payment or 

underpayment of tax. 

The great Depression – it  was the 

worst economic downturn in the history of 

the industrialized world, lasting from 1929 

to 1939. 

Theory of dependency – it is the notion 

that resources flow from a "periphery" of 

poor and underdeveloped states to a "core" 

of wealthy states, enriching the latter at the 

expense of the former. 

Total utility- it is the total satisfaction 

received from consuming a 

given total quantity of a good or service 

UPI - Unified Payments Interface (UPI) is 

an instant payment system developed by the 

National Payments Corporation of India 

(NPCI), an RBI regulated entity. 

World war 2 - also known as the Second 

World War, was a global war that lasted 

from 1939 to 1945 
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